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Overview of the issue

A lot of data is hanging around,
some of it is obsolete,
redundant, due for deletion…

Metadata often
missing… Hard
to ‘police’
(manage) it
over time.

Data gets up to
‘no good’…
Costs a lot to maintain & can make high
value data harder to locate…

Sentencing for MURDA – a way
to tackle the data blob problem…
•
•
•
•
•

Background
Sentencing
MURDA (Monash University Research Data Archive)
What have we learnt?
Next steps

Data… We all have a lot of it.

Background – MAWG (and me)
MAWG – Monash Agent Working Group

Members from many functions vs advisory to any one function.
Practicing members from the following institutional functions:
Information Management (eSolutions) [me!], Infrastructure Services
(eSolutions), Library, Research storage, cloud and HPC (e-Research),
and Service Office (eSolutions).
Leaders from Library, eResearch and eSolutions.

NCRIS change agenda translated into the
institution
Original mandate:
The institutional response to the NCRIS 2007 (NeCTAR/RDS[i]) change mandate
of accessibility and collaboration. The goal was to accelerate Monash
researchers’ adoption of this change and resource as it relates to data.
Current mandate:
Accelerating Monash researchers’ adoption of accessibility,
collaboration and data management (e.g. now getting into
things like data governance).

Definition of sentencing
Monash University has its own Retention and Disposal Authority (RDA).
Based on Public Record Office of Victoria (PROV) sentences.
Sentencing is the process of matching information held by the
organisation to a specific class of a records authority.
This helps determine the value of the information and how it should be
managed throughout its lifecycle.

MURDA and data lifecycle strategy
Before I talk about MURDA specifically, need to mention a related project for
context…
Data Lifecycle Strategy (corporate and research data)
* Decision trees
* Some file analysis tool assessments
* Also led to some specific sentencing work – e.g.
some 45TB redundant ‘personal drive’ data,
data in MURDA, etc...

MURDA – the basics
MURDA is a model that enables sentencing to occur.
MURDA combines storage with a front-end database that captures metadata
about mostly ‘retired’ data.
For the those who are interested MURDA has:
• 233 retired projects and is still growing;
• 184TB of data that consumes ~100 media; cartridges (2 copies, backup and
HSM);
• Only about 9TB is online (~5% );

Some MURDA stats…

How does research data get into MURDA?
• Data may need to be moved (sometimes urgently) from an existing
location. Stuff happens.
• Researcher/research group alerts e-Research that project closing down –
can’t destroy data yet.
• e-Research staff become aware data has ‘no place to go’ through their
day to day dealings with researchers.

Before data is MURDA’D
The data is INTERROGATED (intensely)!

Who is the owner?
Is it orphaned data?
For how long does it need to be retained?
When was it last accessed?
All documented within MURDA.

Sentencing for MURDA.
PROS 16/07 - 3.3.2

Data and datasets created as part of research activities within the
institution, which are of regulatory or community significance.

PERMANENT Permanent Archive

PROS 16/07 - 3.3.3

Data and datasets created from clinical trials as part of research
activities within the institution.
Excludes data and datasets included in class 3.3.2

TEMPORARY Destroy 15 years after
completion of research
activity

PROS 16/07 - 3.3.4

Data and datasets created as part of research activities within the
institution which involve minors.
Excludes data and datasets included in class 3.3.2

TEMPORARY Destroy 15 years after child
reaches the age of 18

PROS 16/07 - 3.3.5

Data and datasets created as part of research activities within the
TEMPORARY Destroy 5 years after
institution. Does NOT include data created for specific research
completion of research
activities for which additional regulatory requirements apply, including:
activity
clinical trials, gene therapy and research involving children. Excludes
data and datasets
included in class 3.3.2

SOURCE: PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE VICTORIA

Process for sentencing in MURDA
MeRC staff and University Records Management team assess available
metadata and sentence data.

As per existing processes, University Archives Manager will then:
• Compile lists of data with attached sentences
• List will be sent to senior Faculty representative (or equivalent) with a set
timeline for action attached.
• Data that is eligible for legal destruction will be destroyed.

Sentencing in MURDA
Known exceptions:
• DOIs?
• Some clinical datasets?
• Instrument-based research data?

What have we learnt?
• The old chestnut - we want it kept – just because…
• Providing a ‘service’ & ‘infinite space’ versus ‘capacity/maintenance/cost
issues’ & ‘focusing high end resources on high value data’.
• Orphaned data.
• “Interrogation” process resource-intensive.
• When no one wants to make a decision?
• Destroying data is scary! Easier to just ‘archive it’…

What else have we learnt?
• MURDA as a model – allows for the ‘unplug and see’ approach.
• The researcher is always going to be in the best position to sentence data.
• Important to ascertain who business owner of data is, whether they are
currently ‘active’ and ‘last accessed date’
• Metadata needs to be retained with the data – or linked to it.
• SENTENCE AT CREATION

Next steps…
End goal
engage tools that allows researcher to appraise data
themselves (easily).
Harness existing metadata better (e.g. Human Ethics records the
retention period).
Education. Disposal is not a swear word. When done legally and compliantly
actually saves $$ for the right things, removes burden of maintaining
junk/redundant (blob) data.
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